Abstract. Music consumption habits as well as the Music market have changed dramatically due to the increasing popularity of digital audio and streaming services. Today, users are closer than ever to a vast number of songs, albums, artists and bands. However, the challenge remains in how to make sense of all the data available in the Music domain, and how current state of the art in Natural Language Processing and semantic technologies can contribute in Music Information Retrieval areas such as music recommendation, artist similarity or automatic playlist generation. In this paper, we present and evaluate a distributional sensebased embeddings model in the music domain, which can be easily used for these tasks, as well as a device for improving artist or album clustering. The model is trained on a disambiguated corpus linked to the MusicBrainz musical Knowledge Base, and following current knowledgebased approaches to sense-level embeddings, entity-related vectors are providedà la WordNet, concatenating the id of the entity and its mention. The model is evaluated both intrinsically and extrinsically in a supervised entity typing task, and released for the use and scrutiny of the community.
Introduction
One of the earliest avenues for improvement identified in the otherwise powerful word embeddings [1, 2] is that they tend to "conflate" (or agglutinate) in one vector the semantic representation of several meanings of a word or phrase [3] . In the last years, however, we have witnessed two parallel directions for alleviating this weakness. On one hand, what we could call unsupervised approaches, which usually cluster contexts in which a word appears and then obtain a representation of each cluster [4, 5, 6] . On the other hand, the so-called knowledge-based approaches exploit predefined semantic representations encoded in lexicons or Knowledge Bases (KBs) such as WordNet [7] or BabelNet [8] . Prominent examples include, inter alia, [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . While these approaches have shown competitive results in some of the classic tasks in Natural Language Processing (NLP) like semantic similarity, whether these models would be truly helpful in restricted domains of knowledge remains an open question. In fact, they are inherently flawed by the natural incapability of current KBs and semantic lexicons to capture all the knowledge existing out there. While this is a problem theoretically addressed by the Open Information Extraction (OIE) paradigm [14, 15, 16] , the truth is that current OIE systems are still too noisy and errorprone, and even approaches that have attempted to integrate them have had to deal with issues related with sparsity, redundancy and the lack of ontologization [17] . Another direction for improving sense-level vector representations in specific domains of knowledge is the construction and annotation of large domain corpora, and transfer the knowledge acquired from previously published (and highly successful) vector space modeling algorithms to a target domain. This is precisely the direction we adopt in this work.
In this paper, we present ELMDist 3 a sense-level embeddings model in the music domain, trained on a music-specific corpus of artist biographies, where musical entities have been automatically annotated with high precision against the musical KB MusicBrainz (MB) [18] . We evaluate this model in a twofold strategy. First, a qualitative evaluation of nearest neighbours to assess artist similarity. And second, a quantitative evaluation, in which we devise an entity typing strategy so that, for a given vector, we predict the probability of it being any of four of the most common entities in the music domain, namely artist, album, song and record label. Our results show a surprisingly good precision, especially considering the small size of the corpus, while coverage could be assumed to increase as additional corpora are incorporated to the model. We make available for the community a set of disambiguated pretrained vectors, as well as dumps of matrices trained to learn (artist, album and record label)-wise transformations.
Method
In this section, we first flesh out the different resources our approach consists of. First, we briefly summarize the approach followed to construct an automatic and fully disambiguated corpus in the music domain (Sect. 2.1). Second, we describe the linear transformation approach followed for assigning a music-specific type to any vector (Sect. 2.2). Finally, we provide evaluation results in Sect. 3.
Entity Linking in the Music Domain
While there is not a substantial work in applying current state of the art NLP systems in the music domain, this scenario seems to be gradually shifting, especially since exploitation of text mining techniques has proven to be useful for Music Information Retrieval (MIR) tasks such as artist similarity [19] or music recommendation [20, 21] . One of the greatest challenges posed by the music domain for text understanding lies on the fact that musical entities show high variability, arguably higher than the regular entities with which evaluation is usually concerned in Entity Recognition tasks, like Person, Location or Organization. Notable examples attempting Entity Linking (EL) (the task to assign to an entity mention its corresponding entry or uri in a predefined inventory) include the detection of music-related entities (e.g. songs or bands) on informal text [22] or applying Hidden Markov Models for discovering musical entities in Chinese corpora [23] .
In this work, we use as training data an extended version of the ELMD corpus [24] , which stems from the collection of biographies acquired from Last.fm 4 . The original ELMD corpus contains annotations mapped between inner last.fm links and their corresponding DBpedia URI thanks to the voting algorithm described in [24] . However, the whole motivation for this work is to model musical entities against a music-specific KB so that the coverage of entities is higher. Hence, we leverage ELMD2
5 , an extension of the original annotated corpus, and take advantage of the fact that a large portion of last.fm annotations have a direct mapping to MB via its API. Furthermore, existing annotations in every document are propagated, assuming they appear in a one-sense-per-discourse fashion. For example, if the text span The Beatles is marked as an annotation in the first sentence of a document, and it appears again in the second sentence, but there is no annotation associated, an annotation is added. Finally, we look for mentions of the entity that constitutes the main theme of the biography, and annotate all its mentions within the biography, assuming unambiguity. The number of annotations and distinct entities are reported in Tables 1. Note that MB has a coverage of 93.6% over all the annotations, and 91.1% over all distinct entities. Table 1 . Statistics of the ELMD2 corpus from which the ELMDist vector space model is derived. Annotations refers to all distinct mentions or apparitions of an entity of its corresponding type, whereas the Entities column refers to the number of distinct entities of each type.
Annotations Entities

Training a sense-level embeddings model
Taking advantage of the mapping existing in ELMD between last.fm links and MB ids (mbids), we follow [25, 26] and, for each entity mention in the ELMD corpus, we concatenate its mention with its corresponding mbid, so that this "sense" (in an analogy with WordNet) is assigned one single vector. For instance, given the input sentence:
The Tools of the Trade was never distributed outside the US, and yet again Nocturnal Breed would have to look for other business interests.
the resulting disambiguated concepts would result in (note that we also include the type of each entity) 6 the tools of the trade album mbid:fb410e8f was never distributed outside the US, and yet again nocturnal breed artist mbid:f267a071bb23 would have to look for other business interests.
We use the gensim 7 implementation of word2vec [27] , and train a CBOW model of 300 dimensional vectors, filtering out tokens with a frequency less than 3, with a context window of 5 tokens, and hierarchical softmax (usually a better performing algorithm for infrequent words). Due to the nature of the corpus, we consider each disambiguated entity mention as a single token, and hence assign it a unique vector.
Model Evaluation
In this section, we provide the reader with the result of two experiments where we assess the fitness of the model, first, for artist similarity, and second, for named entity typing.
Entity Similarity
Artist similarity is an important task in MIR. Knowing, for instance, similar artists to the band ZZ Top (e.g. bands belonging to the jazz-rock genre), allows for a better music recommendation and playlist suggestion, and ultimately leads to a better user experience. While artist similarity has been approached looking at score, acoustic or even cultural features [28] , text-based approaches have also played an important role in this task. For instance, by computing co-occurrences of artist names [29] , leveraging search engines result counts [30] or introducing further linguistic analysis in the form of ngram, part of speech and TFIDF information [31] .
Manual Evaluation In the first experiment, we asked 2 human judges to assess whether, given an input artist, the disambiguated nearest neighbours in the vector space were similar 8 . We randomly sampled 10 instances of each type.
Note that judging whether two songs are similar is much easier than judging whether two record labels are similar, and for the latter, we suggested that the judges looked at whether these record labels had a preference for a certain music genre, or if they were based (or originated) in the same geographical location. Then, for each test instance, we retrieved the top 3 entities returned by cosine distance. This results in 40 evaluation instances for each of the considered music types. Results, shown in Table 2 , show that the model clusters together not only vectors of the same type, but also sharing some kind of relationship, as assessed by the judges. Still, the outcome of this experiment is affected by subjectivity. For instance, given one of the randomly sampled instances for evaluation was the record label Universal Records, and evaluators were given as nearest neighbors other record labels which shared some features (e.g. also based in Paris or London), but which had little relationship from the musical standpoint. We show the behaviour of the model in Table 3 , where the difference between the quality of artist and record label vectors can be clearly seen, as opposed to the quality of songs and albums. We plan to further investigate this notorious discrepancy.
artist album r.label 48% 20% 44% We found surprisingly high results in the record label entity, despite the subjective nature of this classification, where almost half of the nearest neighbours were similar record labels to the input entity. However, we did encounter (also surprsingly) poor results in the song entity, where only 2 out of every 10 cases were deemed similar by the judges. There was an average observed agreement of 80% between both judges. Finally, in all cases the nearest neighbours to the validation album vectors we used were songs, and since we asked our judges to only consider similarity for entities of the same type (i.e., for albums, only albums), results for this entity type are not reported.
Automatic Evaluation
The literature in distributional semantics has in general explored whether co-hyponymy, the property of sharing the same hypernym, can be considered as a measure or indicator of similarity. Since the ELMDist vectors include type information, we conduct a similar experiment as the manual evaluation described in Section 3.1. In this case, for all vectors of any of the available types, we collect their five closest vectors by cosine score and assess their similarity. Without human intervention, we follow a coarse-grained classification in which we consider similar two vectors sharing the same type. We report two types of precision-wise evaluation: first, considering all neighbouring vectors as candidates (all vecs.), and second, considering only the disambiguated vectors (disambig.) as candidates (Table 4) . In both cases, it is interesting to note the better performance of this approach for the artist and record label types. This is likely due to the fact that, in the former case, there are many more artist entities and therefore there is extensive corpus-based evidence in the form of word context to generate reliable representations. In the latter case, however, the better performance seems to be due to the less variability in how record labels are referred to in last.fm biographies, with less linguistic variability and therefore better vectors with substantially less data. Further discussion about the case of the record label type is provided in Section 3.2. Table 4 . Automatic evaluation of the similarity experiment considering co-hyponymy as criterion.
Named Entity Typing
Hypernymy is an important semantic relation that has to be accounted for in automatic text understanding. For instance, knowing that Tom Cruise is an actor can help a question answering system answer the question "which actors are involved in Scientology?" [32] . Similarly, in the music domain it is important to detect mentions of music entities such as bands or albums. This can be useful for automatically inserting new entries in existing KBs, or for improving any of the MIR tasks we have mentioned earlier.
We thus proceed to evaluate our model in the task of automatic entity typing (restricting the number of available types to artist, album, song and record label). The task consists in, given a text-level (non-disambiguated) input entity, predict its most likely musical type. To this end, we follow [33] , who showed that semantically related pairs of linguistic items (x, y) could be modeled in terms of a linear transformation between them, having both items existing in two different analogous spaces. The original work by [33] used this intuition for modeling a transformation between English and Spanish (i.e., for word-level machine translation). This has been further explored for constructing semantic hierarchies in Chinese [34] , Twitter language normalization [35] , or for collocation discovery [36] .
We follow this line of research, and construct an entity matrix E = [x 1 . . . x n ] and a music type matrix T = [y 1 . . . y n ], where E is our newly trained model, and T is the pretrained word2vec vectors on the Google News corpus 9 . These matrices are constructed as follows. We randomly sample musical entities from our musical model, and depending on their type (field category in the annotated corpus), we assign them a set of prototypical words for each type 10 . For instance, if we found the album Nevermind (by Nirvana), we would train with pairs such as (Nevermind e ,album t ), (Nevermind e , release t ), or (Nevermind e , compact disc t ), where e, t ∈ E, T . As for the (exclusive) train-test split, we used at most 2k training pairs for each music type (although in the case of song these were 687 due to lack of enough song entities in the corpus), and evaluated on 500 entities, although again, the test size for the song type was smaller (229).
Then, under the intuition that there exists a linear function that approaches an unseen entity in our music model E to its most likely music type in the Google News corpus T , i.e., λ(E) ≈ T , we train a linear regression model such that it minimizes
We train four regression models, one for each of the music types considered. Then, evaluation consists of, given an input entity's text string, applying each of the four models and assess which of them approaches the associated entity's type vector the closest, and then assessing correctness. Then, for each test sample, the result is the ranked position among four possible candidates in which the correct type was placed. For example, for the input string s ='let it be' 11 (type song), we rank the closest vectors in T of λ(s) by cosine distance, and set the position of the correct type to 1. If in this specific case, the song function yields the second most similar vector to 'let it be', the result is [0, 1, 0, 0].
We evaluate the result in terms of Mean Reciprocal Rank (see [37] for a description of this and other Information Retrieval metrics in a Natural Language Processing setting), a metric which takes into account the position of the first valid candidate in a ranked list of options. Formally,
where Q is a sample of experiment runs and rank i refers to the rank position of the first relevant outcome for the i th run.
Our results, provided in Table 5 , computed over a sample of 100 entities per type, suggest that this is a promising approach, especially compared with approaches for similar tasks (hypernym discovery), which used much more training data coming from a wide range of resources such as Wikidata and the web [38] . Particularly encouraging are the results in the record labels entity type, although the fact that most record labels have words like 'label' or 'records' (e.g. Epitaph Records) most likely is being helpful to the model. artist album song r.label 0.59 0.52 0.54 0.64 Table 5 . Mean Reciprocal Rank for the entity typing task Visualizing typed vectors The ELMDist embeddings are trained over a musicspecific corpus, and clustered by type. While theoretically the type similarity should already provide some kind of semantic compactness or community to embeddings of the same type, this might not be necessarily true due to the different contexts in which each musical entity may occur. In a purely qualitative way we intend to explore whether the typing function described above affects equally all musical types. In the visualization provided in Figure 1 , we plot in red a sample of the original ELMDist vectors of the same type, and in green the same vectors (with labels for some of them for illustrative purposes) after combining them with the regression model. It can be clearly seen that artist and album vectors are scattered over the original space, which indicates that there is little corpus-based evidence for all artist names, for example, to be represented similarly. However, after training our typing function, artist names tend to cluster together, and while the semantics of these clusters remains to be explored in future work, it points towards an interesting "entity clustering" problem that can be approached similarly as in our proposed method. This phenomenon also applies to album names, although in this case there is clearly only one community. On the opposite side, songs and record labels seem to not benefit as much from the typing procedure, which may be due to the fact that their shared contexts are much more similar than in the other two entities. Another reason for the lackluster clustering in these two types is the much lower number of training pairs (due simply to ELMD2 having less entities of these types). 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have described and evaluated a novel vector space model at the sense level in the music domain. It comes from running the word2vec algorithm over an automatically disambiguated collection of music texts collected from last.fm, where music entities are automatically annotated leveraging the degree of agreement between three well-known Entity Linking and Word Sense Disambiguation systems. The model is evaluated qualitatively, in terms of artist similarity, and quantitatively, in terms of its usefulness for musical entity typing.
We believe our results show a promising avenue of work, improving Music Information Retrieval with textual information. For future work, we would like to incorporate larger corpora, probably coming from heterogeneous resources, and exploit current neural architectures both for entity disambiguation and for typing. In addition, a mixed model that combines musical information (e.g. in the form of audio descriptors) as well as semantic information coming from text corpora, seems to be a promising and unexplored direction. Finally, it would be interesting to learn different embeddings for each musical entity type and evaluate these entity-specific models as compared with models containing all entities.
